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R249Microtubule Organization: Cell
Shape Is Destiny
A simple self-assembly pathway generates cytoplasmic microtubule
bundles that can locate the cell center and guide spindle assembly in
fission yeast. The cylindrical cell shape automatically corrects spindle
orientation errors, rendering a checkpoint unnecessary.Steven B. Haase1
and Daniel J. Lew2
In many animal cells, the mitotic
spindle provides spatial cues that
position the cleavage plane
perpendicular to the spindle axis.
But in all fungal and plant cells, and
in some animal cells, it is themitotic
spindles that must be positioned
so that they lie perpendicular to
a pre-ordained cleavage plane set
by cell shape or tissue patterning.
Studies in budding yeast
uncovered an actin-assisted
spindle-orienting strategy [1]
which, along with back-up
pathways and checkpoint
surveillance systems [2], ensures
that the process succeeds despite
the significant challenges posed
by the budding cell’s shape
(Figure 1A). But fission yeast take
a simpler approach: a study
published recently in Current
Biology [3] has shown how these
cells exploit the opportunities
provided by their simpler
cylindrical shape to position and
orient their spindles without such
regulatory bells and whistles
(Figure 1B). Recent work has
demonstrated that interphase
microtubules self-assemble into
linear bundles which align along
the cell’s long axis even in the
absence of nuclei [4–6], and then
orient the yeast centrosomes,
called spindle pole bodies, in
a manner that guides spindle
assembly in mitosis [3].Because interphase microtubule
organizers are associated with the
nucleus in fission yeast, it was
assumed that nuclei would play
a critical role in organizing the
characteristic linear bundles of
antiparallel microtubules — with
minus ends in the center of
the cell and plus ends in the
periphery — which help guide cell
growth to the ends of the cylinder.
To test this idea, two groups [4,5]
used tricks involving centrifugation
to generate anucleate fission yeast
cells. Remarkably, these cylinders
were found to generate
properly aligned microtubule
bundles resembling those in
nucleated cells. A primary
organizing principle here is that
given the shape and dimensions
of the cylinder, the rigid
microtubules — which have
a Young’s modulus of
approximately 1.2 GPa, similar to
that of plexiglas [7] — will rotate
to align with the long axis once
they grow longer than the 3 mm
width of the cylinder and bump into
the sides.
A remarkably simple mechanism
for bundle self-organization was
proposed by Tran and colleagues
[6], supported by the results of
live-cell imaging, biochemical
analysis and mathematical
modeling. New microtubules are
nucleated at random sites on
pre-existing microtubules by a
microtubule-bound nucleating
complex. Although they can growin any direction, a cross-linker
that joins microtubules
preferentially in an antiparallel
orientation favors bundling. A
minus-end-directed kinesin motor
protein binds to the plus ends of
the new microtubules and drags
them towards the minus end of the
starting microtubule. However, the
movement is opposed by the
cross-linking protein, and as the
length of the apposed cross-linked
microtubules grows, this brake
eventually stalls the motor,
leading to a central crosslinked
core with plus ends growing out
towards the cell periphery [6].
Strikingly, this simple bundling
pathway exploits the cylinder’s
geometry to locate its center,
where the cross-linkedmicrotubule
minus ends remain [4–6,8–10].
Unlike the spindle pole bodies of
budding yeast, which nucleate
microtubules constitutively, those
of fission yeast lie dormant in the
cytoplasm during interphase,
attached to the outside of the
nuclear envelope and also to the
sides of cytoplasmic microtubules
[11,12]. At the G2/M transition, the
spindle pole bodies are inserted
into the nuclear envelope — which
does not break down during the
closed mitosis — and their nuclear
faces become active as
microtubule nucleators [11,12]. An
intranuclear spindle then forms,
and cytoplasmic microtubules
disassemble [13]. In their new
work, Tolic-Nørrelykke and
colleagues [3] showed that, when
duplicated spindle pole bodies
separate to form a spindle, they do
so in good alignment with the long
axis of the cell. This initial spindle
alignment depends on the prior
presence of well-aligned
interphase microtubule bundles,
suggesting that the cytoplasmic
microtubules facilitate spindle pole
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Figure 1. Influence of cell
shape on spindle orienta-
tion.
(A) The budding yeast cell’s
shape poses challenges
for spindle orientation. To
successfully penetrate the
narrow bud neck, the spin-
dle must align along the
mother–bud axis. Even
small deflections from this
axis (outside the angle
shown in red) would result
in anaphase spindle elon-
gation within the mother
cell (right), potentially giving
rise to binucleate and anu-
cleate cells following divi-
sion. (B) The cylindrical
shape of the fission yeast
cell assists spindle orienta-
tion. Cytoplasmic micro-
tubule bundles orient in
response to cell shape dur-
ing interphase, readying the
spindle pole bodies for
spindle assembly along the
long axis of the cell. Even large deflections from this axis (within the broad angle shown
in red) would be corrected as the spindle elongates and pushes off the sides of the cell
(right). Nuclei, blue; spindle pole bodies, red; microtubules, green. Gray dashed lines
indicate the site of septum formation in fission yeast.body separation along the
appropriate axis before they
disappear [3].
Once formed, the short
metaphase spindles — or possibly
the entire nuclei in which they
reside — are apparently free to
rotate randomly, sometimes
leading to misalignment [3].
However, this is corrected during
anaphase: just as the rigidity of
interphase microtubule bundles
causes them to orient along the
cell’s long axis, the rigidity of the
elongating mitotic spindle forces it
to re-orient when it encounters the
sides of the cell [3] (Figure 1B). This
process is aided by astral
microtubules that appear during
anaphase and can push the spindle
pole bodies away from the cortex
[14]. Thus, cell shape guides
interphasemicrotubule orientation,
leading to centering of the nucleus
and assembly of well-aligned
spindles in mitosis. Even if spindles
then misalign during metaphase,
the cell’s shape constrains the
process of spindle elongation in
anaphase, ensuring correct
segregation of spindle pole bodies
and daughter nuclei.
In contrast to the helpful
influence of cell shape in fission
yeast, the contours of the budding
yeast cell provide a severeobstacle to spindle orientation
(Figure 1A). In these cells, the
spindle must find the narrow
aperture of the mother–bud
neck — an approximately 0.8 mm2
target in a mother cell with a
60–80 mm2 cortex — and align so
that the anaphase spindle
elongates across the neck. To
achieve this feat, there is
a sophisticated mechanism
whereby one spindle pole
body— the ‘old’ spindle pole body,
destined to enter the bud — sends
out factors along cytoplasmic
microtubules that make contact
with a type V myosin, which guides
the plus ends of the microtubules
along oriented actin cables through
the neck and into the bud [1]. This
guidance system positions the
metaphase spindle with one
spindle pole body near the neck.
Then, dynein motors are delivered
to the plus ends of cytoplasmic
microtubules, off-loaded, and
anchored to the cortex, allowing
them to reel in the spindle pole by
walking along the microtubule
towards the spindle pole body
during anaphase [1,15].
Given the geometric challenges
involved in aligning the budding
yeast spindle, cells sometimes
enter anaphase with the spindle
still misaligned within the mothercell (Figure 1A). Remarkably, there
is a surveillance pathway called the
‘spindle position checkpoint’ that
detects this situation, and delays
exit frommitosis until the alignment
is corrected and one spindle pole
enters the bud [2]. A few years ago,
perturbation of actin in fission
yeast was found to promote
spindle misorientation and cell
cycle delay in metaphase,
suggesting that fission yeast
also had actin-based
microtubule-guidance
mechanisms as well as a ‘spindle
orientation checkpoint’ [16–19].
However, the notion that spindle
alignment during metaphase relies
on cytoplasmic astral microtubules
interacting with actin was
questioned when other
investigators [20] showed that
astral microtubules at this stage of
the cell cycle are actually
intranuclear.
The new work by Tolic-
Nørrelykke and colleagues [3]
carefully examined spindle
alignment throughout mitosis in
living wild-type and mutant fission
yeast cells. They found that spindle
orientation changes randomly (not
in a directed manner) during
metaphase, and that astral
microtubules do not rotate the
spindles substantially. Moreover,
there was no correlation
whatsoever between spindle
orientation and the duration of
metaphase, indicating that there is
no spindle orientation checkpoint
in fission yeast [3].
These new findings suggest that
the metaphase delays detected
previously were not due to spindle
misorientation, but rather to some
other consequence of actin
perturbation (a heretical
intranuclear role for actin in spindle
assembly itself seems possible).
They also raise the possibility that
the spindle misalignment arose as
a result of delaying the cell cycle at
a stage when spindles are free to
rotate randomly. Whatever the
interpretation of the previous
results, the new findings make
eminent sense: given the helpful
geometry of the fission yeast cell,
there would appear to be no need
for the spindle guidance and
checkpoint systems that are so
important in the difficult geometry
of the budding yeast cell.
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DOI: 10.1016/j.cub.2007.02.003those of any other eukaryotic
species. But despite our close
working relationship with this
strain, and a few other captives, we
know almost nothing about the life
of yeast in the wild. The ecology,
population genetics and life history
of yeast, unlike those of another
useful laboratory organism, the
fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster,
have been largely ignored.
In recent years, however,
researchers have begun to isolate
and study yeast from nature. One
success has been the confirmation
thatS. cerevisiae exists in both wild
and domesticated populations that
are phylogenetically distinct, and
probably originate from the
invention of alcoholic beverages
[4]. Until this work it was not known
whether isolates from nature were
truly wild, or whether they were
escapees from domesticated
strains of brewing, baking or
laboratory yeasts. To avoid the
potential complications of
domestication, recent work on wild
yeast has focused on the closest
known relative to S. cerevisiae,
S. paradoxus, which has no
domesticated strains. Both
